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ABSTRACT

Confidence measures of branch reliability play an
important role in phylogenetics as these measures
allow to identify trees or parts of a tree that are
well supported by the data and thus adequate to
serve as basis for evolutionary inference of bio-
logical systems. Unreliable branch relationships in
phylogenetic analyses are of concern because of
their potential to represent incorrect relationships
of interest among more reliable branch relation-
ships. The site-concordance factor implemented in
the IQ-TREE package is a recently introduced heuris-
tic solution to the problem of identifying unreli-
able branch relationships on the basis of quartets.
We test the performance of the site-concordance
measure with simple examples based on simu-
lated data and designed to study its behaviour in
branch support estimates related to different de-
grees of branch length heterogeneities among a
ten sequence tree. Our results show that in partic-
ular in cases of relationships with heterogeneous
branch lengths site-concordance measures may be
misleading. We therefore argue that the maximum
parsimony optimality criterion currently used by the
site-concordance measure may sometimes be poorly
suited to evaluate branch support and that the scores
reported by the site-concordance factor should not
be considered as reliable.

INTRODUCTION

As a measure of confidence in phylogenetic trees, the com-
putation and evaluation of branch support is an essential
element of testing evolutionary hypotheses on the basis of
trees. In molecular phylogenetics, various approaches exist
for the assignment of support values to branches in trees to

validate biological hypotheses (1–3). Well known measures
for testing the statistical significance of a particular branch-
ing pattern are for example non-parametric bootstrap sup-
port (4,5), Bayesian posterior probabilities (6–8), or the in-
terior branch test (9–11). Especially non-parametric boot-
strap measures and Bayesian posterior probabilities have
been established as methods of choice. Despite their popu-
larity, both posterior probabilities and bootstrap measures
are sensitive to model misspecification and can result in
highly overestimated branch support (e.g. (12–17)). Given
the sensitivity of both methods due to incorrect model as-
sumptions and the linked problem of the unreliability of in-
flated branch support, it is beneficial to verify the robust-
ness of phylogenetic branch events through additional sup-
port analyses. One recently published approach to comple-
ment Bayesian posterior probabilities and bootstrap sup-
port implies the calculation of a site concordance factor
(sCF, (18)), which is part of the popular IQ-TREE pack-
age (18,19). Since the significance levels obtained by differ-
ent methods for the same phylogenetic tree do not neces-
sarily agree with each other, it is important to understand
the statistical property of this method. The sCF is defined as
the average percentage of maximum-parsimony (MP) infor-
mative site patterns in quartet-related sub-alignments, sup-
porting a branch x of a given bifurcating and unrooted ref-
erence tree (18). Each quartet consists of one representative
leaf sequence of each of the four branch x related subtrees
with quartets drawn randomly from the overall pool of pos-
sible quartets if there are more than a user-specified number
of quartets.

A site pattern is MP informative if it comprises at least
two distinct characters, from which each character appears
at least twice. Thus for a quartet of sequences, only three
different MP informative site patterns exist (xxyy, xyxy and
xyyx), each of them supporting one of three possible un-
rooted quartet phylogenies. An MP informative site pat-
tern is concordant with branch x if it supports the reference
tree branch x associated bipartition, e.g. pattern {yy}|{zz}
is concordant for an internal branch ((Ay,By),(Cz, Dz))
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and discordant to an internal branch supporting either
((Ay,Cz),(By, Zz)) or ((Ay,Dz),(By, Cz)).

However, the usage of exclusively MP informative sites
as measure of branch confidence in phylogenetic trees con-
tains a number of statistical uncertainties. MP minimises
the number of character substitutions on a quartet tree by
assigning similar character states to the same interior node
on the tree. This means that MP does not account for dif-
ferent branch lengths. Nevertheless, branch lengths have a
significant impact on the tree inference, because they in-
dicate the number of character substitutions or rather the
evolutionary rate for a given branch. The longer a branch,
the higher the probability of (single and multiple) state sub-
stitutions along that branch. Thus, degrees of length het-
erogeneities between short and long branches are an in-
dication for evolutionary rate differences between simu-
lated sequences. More distantly related sequence pairs of
longer branches may have a higher probability of sharing
the same character state because of parallel or convergent
changes than closely related pairs of longer and shorter
branches that have same character states due to a com-
mon ancestor. Omitting a correction for rate heterogene-
ity among lineages (20) and among sites (21) makes MP
particularly susceptible to long-branch attraction (see also
(22–31)).

Given a sequence quartet, this means: if branch lengths
of non-directly related sequences are long enough, the num-
ber of MP informative site patterns for the correct tree
may be smaller than the number of patterns which sup-
port an adjacent relationship of the two long branches, i.e.
a wrongly inferred relationship caused by long branch at-
traction. Felsenstein (20) was the first who published a re-
markable example of a quartet tree showing that MP can
fail to be consistent even with an infinite amount of data if
parallelism alongside longer non-adjacent related branches
is expected to occur frequently. Several other studies found
similar inconsistency results for parsimony in the case of
quartets (e.g. (24,27,32–36)). Various studies of the last cen-
tury have shown that even the existence of a molecular clock
combined with a small amount of evolution does not guar-
antee the consistency of MP (37–39). MP inconsistency can
even occur when the rate of nucleotide substitutions is con-
stant (37,38,40), because unequal branch lengths can be
caused by either unequal substitution rates, or as a conse-
quence of an asymmetric topology (30). MP can be even
inconsistent if all branches are of the same length, therefore
the tree needs to be asymmetrical (26).

Furthermore, tree reconstruction methods from molecu-
lar sequences have been shown as unreliable if the base com-
position varies between sequences, a problem which was
first identified in the late 1980s and early 1990s (e.g. (41–
53)). There are only three MP informative patterns for a
quartet of sequences: xxyy, xyxy and xyyx. Thus, for four
sequences, the sCF measure uses only 36 (3 × 12) out of
256 possible site patterns. As stated by Yang (27), this is
not an efficient use of the phylogenetic information con-
tent provided by the data. MP ‘noninformative sites’, like
xxxy, xxyz and even ‘invariable’ (xxxx) or ‘complete vari-
able’ (xywz) site patterns do contain phylogenetic infor-
mation. For instance, differences of state frequencies in
the data can provide information of substitution probabil-

ities. Combining patterns like CCAA, CCGG, CCTT into
a unique category (xxyy) implies that substitutions between
different site characters (transitions and transversions), are
expected to occur only with equal probability (27). It has
been shown that the exclusion of base compositional dif-
ferences among sequences, e.g. the case in which two unre-
lated taxa have independently acquired the same GC con-
tent, enhances assembling of sequences of similar composi-
tion rather than the sequences that last shared a common
ancestor (42,44). Jermiin et al. (53) demonstrated on quar-
tet simulations that the length of the internal branch is the
decisive factor for finding the correct MP tree. The authors
showed that for an internal branch length of 0.05, the fre-
quency of correct MP reconstructions reached 0% when the
difference in the GC content exceeded ≈15%. Reducing the
internal branch length further to 0.01 produced similar re-
sults for much smaller compositional differences (≈10%).

Comparisons of different tree reconstruction methods
based on different sequence simulations have shown that
the tree success of MP in simulations is often worse than
distance matrix methods (22–24,54–58).

The particular message widely adopted from those stud-
ies is that the MP method tends to infer trees incorrectly
when there are non-directly related long branches in the
tree. The reason is that long branches reconstructed next to
each other gain more MP informative site patterns due to
the accumulation of chance similarities than non-directly
related long branches. Convergence due to a similar base
composition in non-sister lineages is similarly misleading
(compositional bias).

Since the sCF measure depends exclusively on quartet in-
ferred MP informative site patterns, it can reasonably be
assumed that both, branch length and base compositional
heterogeneity in the data, have a negative impact on the
outcome of the sCF analysis: reference trees with next re-
lated long-branch taxa or similar compositional state fre-
quencies will be continuously overestimated, whereas inter-
nal branches of reference trees which represent the opposite
case will be underestimated. Both scenarios undermine the
usability of the sCF as a measure of confidence in phyloge-
netic trees.

We tested the efficiency of the IQ-TREE implemented
sCF measure (18) as branch support estimation method
under a wide range of nucleotide data simulations follow-
ing different degrees of branch length combinations and
among-site rate heterogeneity parameters of a ten-sequence
tree. In total, our study comprises the analysis of 24,000
alignment simulations. We used maximum-likelihood (ML)
for the calculation of alignment corresponding reference
trees. Due to the comprehensive amount of simulations,
we exclusively focused on the impact of rate heterogeneity
among lineages and among sites and neglected tests on the
impact of base compositional bias to the sCF measure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation setup

For our test setting, we simulated nucleotide data of a
ten-sequence tree using INDELible version 1.03 (59) with
ten different combinations of fixed and pairwise elongated
internal branches and a single root position with always the
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Figure 1. Simulation setup. Ten different combinations of pairwise inter-
nal branch elongation (red) of ten sequences in relation to the root position
(dot marker) with sequence O1 and O2 defined as outgroup. Backbone-
tree interlinked internal branches were simulated continuously short with
a length of 0.01 (blue). Other internal branches were simulated with a
length of 0.1 (black). To keep signal for pairwise adjacently related termi-
nal branches comparatively strong, all terminal branches were set to 0.001
(grey). Overall, the simulation setup involved three symmetric trees with
pairwise elongation either directly connected (T4), or separated by one
(T7) or two backbone branches (T1), seven asymmetric trees with pairwise
elongation either next related (T5, T6), or again separated by one (T8, T9,
T10) or two backbone branches (T2, T3). The impact of outgroup affected
branch elongation was thereby tested on four trees (T2, T5, T7, T8).

same two sequences defined as outgroup (tree setup T1 to
T10; Figure 1).

For each of the ten different tree settings, we simulated se-
quences of 250 kb. Internal branches which are not adjacent
to a terminal branch were always set to 0.01. In each tree,
we incrementally elongated (0.1 to 1.5 in steps of 0.2) all
different combinations of two internal branches (Figure 1,
highlighted in red) that are adjacent to the two innermost
internal branches (Figure 1, highlighted in blue). Terminal
branches were kept very small (0.001), all other branches
were set to 0.1. Simulations used the GTR model of se-
quence evolution with an arbitrary relative rate matrix and
set of state frequencies without indels or ambiguity states.
State frequencies were simulated equally distributed with
single frequencies of A, C, G and T set to 0.25 and with a rel-
ative rate matrix of C↔T: 0.2, A↔T: 0.4, G↔T: 0.6, A↔C:
0.8, C↔G: 1.2 and A↔G: 1.0. For each tree setup, among-
site-rate-variation was modeled using a continuous �-rate
distribution with three different rates of heterogeneity (� =
0.5, 1.0, 2.0) in combination with a fixed proportion of in-
variant sites (I = 0.3). Following the definition of Sullivan &
Swofford (60), we chose the three different � scores to test
rate-heterogeneity conditions from strong (� = 0.5) to weak
(� = 2.0). For each branch length combination of elongated
branch lengths, we generated 100 multiple sequence align-
ments, inferred an ML tree for each MSA and recorded the
ML tree topologies (neglecting branch length differences).

Figure 2. Overview of our analysis setup. For each rate heterogeneity pa-
rameter (α) of a ten-sequence tree simulation, ML trees were inferred
for each of the 800 simulated alignments (100 alignment replicates per
branch elongation). Different ML tree topologies were subsequently sam-
pled (highlighted green). For the sCF test analysis, we evaluated all ML
trees topologies of the sampled tree pool in combination with each of the
100 alignment replicates of a simulated branch condition and recorded for
each step of branch elongation the average of single identified branch sup-
port.

Phylogenetic reconstruction

Maximum Likelihood (ML) trees were inferred from simu-
lated data with IQ-TREE (19), using a mixed-distribution
model (GTR+�+I) with estimated model parameters (�, I).
The simulated continuous �-distribution was approximated
from a discrete �-distribution with four relative substitu-
tion rate categories. The relative substitution rates and base
compositions were estimated from the data.

Site concordance analysis

The efficiency of the site concordance factor (sCF) as mea-
sure of internal branch support was analysed separately for
each � value of the ten tree settings. For each of the 800
alignment simulations (100 alignment replicates of each of
the eight different combinations of fixed and pairwise elon-
gated internal branches), we analysed the sCF branch sup-
port for all � value corresponding ML tree topologies. Fi-
nally, the identified sCF branch support of each ML tree
was averaged individually for each alignment underlying
branch length combination (Figure 2). All sCF analyses
were executed using IQ-TREE version 2.1.3 (18) with de-
fault parameters, except for the number of single quartet
analyses: to ensure all possible single quartet analyses along
a given reference tree, we optionally set the maximum of sin-
gle quartet analyses to 1,000.
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Altogether, our simulation study comprised 24,000 align-
ments and 24,000 ML tree reconstructions, and subse-
quently 996,000 single conducted sCF analyses with re-
spect to the different ML tree topologies (see supplemen-
tary file S1). Due to this large amount of single data pro-
cessings, we used ‘Appetite’, a comprehensive module based
Perl pipeline for both, process execution and result evalua-
tion. To enable transparency of the source code, all analysis
steps of this study have been subsequently summarised in a
single script (GreaterGlider.pl), which can be downloaded
from https://github.com/PatrickKueck/GreaterGlider.

RESULTS

Site concordance support of correct ML trees

Independent from the simulated branch length condition,
internal branches are consistently strongly supported if they
are adjacent to continuously very small (0.001) simulated
terminal branches (sCF ≥ 99; see supplementary file S1).

Given non-elongated (0.1) internal branch relationships
of the two smaller simulated innermost branches (0.01), the
sCF measure always resulted in a support range of 40–59
for correct internal branch relationships (see Figure 3 and
supplementary file S1), whereas support of incorrect inter-
nal branch relationships was generally in a lower support
range (20–39; see Figure 4 and supplementary file S1).

With increasing branch lengths, the branch support of
adjacent elongated branches (setup T1 to T3) increases
steadily (Figure 3A and supplementary file S1). Conversely,
the sCF support of non-adjacently simulated long-branch
relationships (T4 to T10) decreases continuously with in-
creasing branch length differences (Figure 3B, C and sup-
plementary file S1). The average sCF support of non-
adjacently simulated long-branch relationships is thereby
always < 40 when elongated branches reach a length of ≥
0.3 (30 times the length of the two innermost branches). In
all trees in which none of the internal branches is elongated
(length of 0.1, equally with 10 times the length of the two in-
nermost branches), the sCF is still < 50 (Figure 3A–C and
supplementary file S1).

Site concordance support of incorrect ML trees

In our simulations, incorrectness of inferred ML trees al-
ways affects the position of pairwise elongated internal
branches.

Branch support of long-branch repulsion of adjacently
simulated long branches is always poorly supported with
decreasing support for increasing branch lengths (Fig-
ure 4A and supplementary file S1).

The branch support of long-branch attracted relation-
ships is stronger than for correctly inferred relationships if
branch elongation is ≥ 0.3 (30 times the length of the two
innermost branches). In contrast, support of correctly in-
ferred long-branch relationships is steadily decreasing (Fig-
ure 4B and supplementary file S1).

When two longer branches ≥ 0.3 are incorrectly more
closely related to each other, but not fully long-branch at-
tracted and the outgroup is kept short (0.1), the sCF sup-
port is slightly better than for correct branch relationships
(see supplementary file S1).

We found exceptions in scenarios where the outgroup
was one of the two longer branches, with incomplete long-
branch relationships slightly lower or equally supported as
correctly inferred relationships. Nevertheless, the obtained
sCF support was still low (see supplementary file S1).

Impact of the rate heterogeneity parameter

Our study shows that the overestimation of support for
adjacent long-branch relationships is affected by the de-
gree of data adopted site-rate heterogeneity. The � values
used in our simulations determine the number of site po-
sitions allowed to substitute. The higher the � value, the
higher the number of substitutional site positions and thus,
the stronger the accumulation of chance similarities among
long branches and the higher the frequency of MP informa-
tive site patterns for adjacent related long-branches. This
means, that the strong branch support identified for ad-
jacent long branches and the low support identified for
non-adjacent related long branches are slightly more pro-
nounced if the simulated datasets are less site-rate heteroge-
neous (� = 2.0), especially in cases of stronger branch length
conditions (Figures 3 and 4).

Impact of the outgroup position

The position of the outgroup does not make much differ-
ence with respect to the sCF support. Both, symmetric and
asymmetric, tree topologies result in similar sCF support
for correct and incorrect branch relationships (see supple-
mentary file S1).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The understanding of phylogenetic relationships is essen-
tial when studying evolutionary processes such as charac-
ter evolution, speciation, adaptation, causes of evolution-
ary change, or relations between genotype and phenotype.
Therefore, the critical assessment of phylogenetic relation-
ships provides an important foundation for the interpreta-
tion of all comparative biological data; the reliability of an
inferred phylogenetic tree is an important task, especially
with a view of potential sources of error such as incom-
plete lineage sorting, stochastic errors and, especially, sys-
tematic errors. Considering the infamous long-branch at-
traction artifact as one potential main source of system-
atic bias, a branch evaluation method should be capable of
identifying equally reliable support for both, adjacent and
nonadjacent long branch relationships - otherwise, there is
no credibility for any of the two cases. As expected from
the results of previously conducted long-branch studies on
the tree reconstruction success of MP (e.g. (20,23,26)), our
study shows that an exclusive usage of MP informative site
pattern frequencies as measure of branch support is not
satisfying.

Independent of the degree of branch elongation and the
correctness of internal branch relationships, the sCF mea-
sure solely results in strong support if longer branches are
placed together while alternative, more distinct long-branch
relationships are continuously lower supported (Figures 3
and 4, and supplementary file S1). Moreover, the stronger
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Figure 3. Exemplary examples of average sCF support ranges given correctly ML inferred internal branch relationships of three selected tree simulations
(T1, T4, T7). As tree simulations with pairwise branch elongations divided by the same number of innermost branches resulted in the same range of
sCF support (see supplementary file S1), we chose one representative tree for each of the three different branch elongation categories. (A) Individual sCF
support of the two, very short (0.01) simulated innermost branches if the alignment underlying trees are based on adjacently pairwise elongated branches
(T1 to T3, here T1). (B) Individual sCF support of the two innermost branches for alignment underlying trees with two non-adjacently elongated branches
(T4 to T6, here T4), separated by two innermost branches. (C) Individual sCF support of the two innermost branches for scenario T7–T10 (here T7) where
branch elongation takes place with one innermost branch in between.

Figure 4. Exemplary examples of average sCF support ranges given incorrect long-branch relationships. For each step of branch elongation (0.1–1.5) and
chosen α value (0.5, 1.0, 2.0) the average sCF support depends on 100 alignment replicates.(A) Branch support of incorrectly inferred long-branch repulsion
based on ML with the original data based on adjacently simulated pairwise elongations in T1. (B) Increasing branch support of long-branch attracted
elongated branches, inferred by ML based on simulated data given topology T7. In both examples, the support associated with the incorrectly resolved
innermost branch is highlighted by a violet circled 1.

the branch length difference between adjacent long and
short branches of a tree, the stronger the imbalance of MP
informative site patterns in terms of strong branch support
for adjacent and low support for non-adjacent long branch
relationships.

Furthermore, different strengths of support for con-
sistently correctly inferred relationships on ML basis of
equally short branches cause an additional task. For ex-
ample, continuously correct ML inferred internal branches
that are ten times longer than the corresponding ancestral

branch (0.1 versus 0.01) are moderately supported (40 ≥
sCF < 60), while always correctly ML inferred internal
branch relationships next to terminal branches 100 times
smaller than the internal branch of investigation (0.001 ver-
sus 0.1) gain continuously strong support (sCF ≥ 99). Thus,
support differences of always correct ML reconstructed
short branch relationships in respect of different branch
length combinations raise the additional question of how
and from when a sCF support value should be interpreted
as strong or weak.
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Based on the results of our study, the sCF of Minh et al.
(18) as a measure of branch support is, at least, error-prone
to different degrees of branch length heterogeneity, espe-
cially if the support associated branch is short. As long-
branch attraction is one of the main topics when it comes to
the necessity of branch reliability, the sCF is, at least on this
problem, not a methodological alternative or reliable com-
plement to non-parametric bootstrapping or Bayesian pos-
terior probability estimations. Therefore we conclude not to
rely on sCF measures as criterion to estimate the reliability
of relationships affected by branch length heterogeneity.

In principle, it seems doubtful to estimate branch rela-
tionships inferred by a statistically robust and efficient tree
method like ML or Bayesian tree inference with a less robust
and statistically less understood MP approach (23,29,61–
68).

An important scenario, exceptionally concerning a bet-
ter statistical robustness of the MP metric in compari-
son to ML is given by Mendes & Hahn (69): The au-
thors prove that for an asymmetric simulated four-taxon
tree the parsimony metric of the concordance factor works
well in the anomaly zone (AZ; (70)) of species trees if
data are simulated in respect of incomplete-lineage sorting
(ILS; (71–73)). However, the authors emphasise that only
under the assumption of an infinite-sites mutation model
and constant population sizes within and among species,
parsimony-based methods should accurately identify the
species tree in the AZ. MP correctly infers asymmetric
species trees in the four-taxon case if (and only if) other phe-
nomena capable of generating phylogenetic incongruence,
such as introgression and homoplasy, are not present in the
data. Since empirical real world phylogenetic data satisfies
these conditions only very rarely, e.g. retrotransposon inser-
tions as an example of homoplasy-free characters (69,74),
the sCF can be only in exceptional cases another useful
method for reconstructing asymmetric four-taxon species
trees.

Although our simulations are based on a quite small
number of sequences, our setup represents a recurrent range
of short and long-branch relationships, which can be con-
sidered as either a subsection of branch relationships within
a larger tree. Thus, we deem our results as quite representa-
tive in the sense of larger (“real world”) data sets.

Since our study demonstrates that branch length hetero-
geneity has a negative impact on the sCF measure, we con-
sider it as likely that other well known pitfalls of the MP
approach, like base compositional heterogeneity or hetero-
tachy (75,76), might also have a negative impact on the sCF
measure. However, since both cases have not been tested
here, further studies are necessary to achieve a sense of cer-
tainty.

Unfortunately, there is no perfect measure of branch re-
liability yet. As briefly mentioned in the introduction, non-
parametric bootstrap and Bayesian methods have their own
pitfalls.

Nevertheless, apart from the impact of inflated branch
support due to systematic bias that affect both, ML
and Bayesian, methods as well, we follow the statement
of Douady et al. (15) that Bayesian inference and non-
parametric bootstrapping can quite be used as potential up-
per and lower bounds of branch support to better explore

the range of phylogenetic support estimates, especially when
potential conflicts between data sets are explored.
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